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To smile for a To smile for a photo
is really quite easy:is really quite easy:

Show all of your teethShow all of your teeth

and try not to look and try not to look cheesy.



If you smile like a If you smile like a pirate,
that’s not a bad thing,that’s not a bad thing,

You smile with more blingYou smile with more bling

than the than the crown on a king.



A smile with a A smile with a “gap tooth”
is lucky, they say,is lucky, they say,

And shines with And shines with good fortune
throughout the whole day.throughout the whole day.



The smile of a monkey
resembles a frown,

But only when hanging

from trees, upside-down.



The smile of a hero
is made up of teeth

That sparkle and light up

a square jaw beneath.



There really is nothing

so happy and bright

As your teacher’s big smile
when your answer is right.



A smile from a friend
you’ve not seen in a while

Is the Scrummiest, yummiest,
possible smile.



A crocodile smile says,

“I’m so pleased to meet you.”

When really it’s thinking,

“I’d be pleased to eat you.”



Some smiles have braces
that children detest,

But those silvery smiles
are really the best.



 A sloth’s gentle smile

may take time to appear,

But it’s sure worth the wait
when it finally gets here.



 Some Grandpas and Grandmas,
who visit a lot,

Give smiles that are real,
using teeth that are not.



A dolphin’s sweet smile

will appear in a flash,

Then disappear quickly

with one showery splash!



The smile from a memory
of someone now gone

Will light up your days

and forever live on.



  A toddler’s dear smile

is the cutest, that’s true,

And is often made up

of just one tooth, or two.



The smile from your mommy
or daddy’s just right

When they read you a story,

then kiss you goodnight.



The smiles of the world

have no color or name,

Because when we’re smiling,

our smiles are the same.

One, Two, Three,

Smile!






